
SALES AND MARKETING SYSTEM THESIS

prehensive marketing and sales strategy must be in place to make sure that .. The topic chosen for thesis is Developing
a Competitive Marketing and. Sales Strategy for gies and the development of a first family of product systems. Finally.

If not subsidized, the Boeing Company would end up in a significant loss. Common problem is that one office
is using these files differently than another office or department. Moreover, it is like a cycle where after it
reach at the system it responses back to the Admin. But for their needs it is crucial to list there all the details
about aircraft cabin configurations. It means that information which is laboriously extracted from different
information sources stays somewhere in the system with little use. This coordinated effort is more involving
on the whole than less time intensive inventory management systems. The module improves inventory and
purchasing process, trails accountability and eliminates duplication of entries. Response 3. The price of the
aircraft and of its standard parts and standard modifications is usually described in a catalogue, the so called
catalogue price. In the end it means reducing of costs and improving of work logistics. The technical
marketing office knows the list because the hierarchy of the department and the information system are
perfectly working. Methods and Approaches In the conduct of the system analysis and design, the proponents
will use the agile software development method. The reason is that a lot of these shows are sharply watched
and followed by airlines, other customers as well as by passengers and by the press. A small business operates
most efficiently when its processes are executed in a consistent manner. It is important for employees working
in a functional department to understand how data they have in their department can help decision-makers of
other departments. Retailers often put major trust in suppliers by syncing their computer systems with
suppliers so they can more directly monitor inventory levels at stores or in distribution centres to initiate rapid
response to low stock levels. Usually the price is lower because: - Manufacturer is trying to beat another
competitor. For many distributors, inventory is the largest and perhaps the most important asset. This type of
diagram usually pictures the system at the center, with no details of its interior structure, surrounded by all its
interacting systems, environment and activities. Customer can have a proper interaction with products. But the
truth is that there are two distribution systems of a new aircraft. Scheduling The calendar of activities
illustrates the software project schedule through a Gantt chart. It provides a quick and convenient service to
the customers, also customer can have a proper interaction with products. In gathering data and our survey, we
will make it within two weeks with schedule from our subject class hours.


